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Funeral arrangements can be daunting as the loss of a loved one is deeply emotional for friends
and family members, those who typically must do the planning in this distress. Most Londoners will
instinctively turn to funeral directors in the London area for funeral arrangements or memorial
funerals as that is the only option they are aware of.

However, funeral directors within the London areas donâ€™t necessarily offer the same services across
the board. Some will even charge up to a third more for exactly the same services that others
provide for less. It is easy to feel vulnerable when planning funeral arrangements while in a deeply
emotional state.

New Options with Funeral Planning Consultancy

Traditionally, funeral directors in London were the only option for funeral arrangements.Those who
prefer traditional services may be very satisfied with this arrangement. For others, there are
neweralternative services that can help take the stress out of funeral planning with highly
personalised attention and many more options available.

Funeral planning consultancy services have arisen in recent years. These â€˜one stopâ€™ consultancies
are akin to wedding consultancies. Unlike traditional funeral directors in the London area, you get
your own dedicated consultant to advise, plan, and organise your funeral arrangements or memorial
funerals with a much more personalised touch.

Consultants in this arena are very knowledgeable about basic funeral arrangements; unlike
traditional funeral directors in London of the past, they also bring fresh creativity to the table. Their
suggestions can give funeral arrangements highly personal touches that pay tribute to the deceased
in innovative ways,while understanding financial considerations.

Planning funeral arrangements with a funeral planning consultant can take place in the comfort of
your home. Having a consultant personally meet with friends and family of the deceased ensures
that all concerned get to express their wishes for funeral arrangements and memorial funerals or
services.

Access to More Variety of Services for Funeral Arrangements

A funeral planning consultancy cannot be exclusive if it hopes to continually meet a wide range of
individual wishes and budgets for funeral arrangements or memorial funerals. Successful
consultancies will offer a vast array of professional services to choose from if they intend to continue
in business, as well as highly perceptive and considerate personal consultants.

A funeral planning consultant is able arrange all of the essential services for funeral arrangements,
including funeral directors, flowers, service stationary, and caterers.  Funeral directors in the London
area often stick to the same funeral professional services over the years and thus offer limited
options for these basic necessities.

Commemorating Loved Ones with Memorial Funerals

A funeral is an opportunity to commemorate a loved oneâ€™s extraordinary life.  Despite the loss,
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memorial funerals can be beautiful celebrations that rejoice in the life that was lived. Funeral
planning consultants are able to provide many creative and heartfelt suggestions with personal
touches that add special meaning to the event. Memorial funerals or services often include physical
aspects, such as the planting of a tree or a bench with a memorial plaque.

A Personal Choice

Some people will prefer the comfort of a traditional funeral using the services of funeral directors in
the London area. A beloved funeral director may have also serviced a family or community for many
generations. Those seeking more flexible options and personalised attention will appreciate what
funeral planning consultancy provides as a growing and viable alternative.
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